
1st Annual Amy Matilda Cassey Essay Contest Guidelines & Rules: 

 

Submission:  

● Entries must be original and unpublished work. By submitting work to this contest, the 

student confirms that they are the author. 

● One research essay per student. All essays must be uploaded as a PDF format.  

● An online submission application must be fully completed in order for consideration: 

student’s name, address and contact information, high school name and address, and 

grade level.  

● Do not place your name or your school’s name on any of the pages of the essay. Only the 

registration form should include this information.  

● Faxed, emailed, or mailed essays will not be permitted unless special consideration is 

approved by the committee. Contact an LCP staff member if assistance is needed.  

● Be sure the file is named in the following format: LastName_FirstName.pdf (example: 

Smith_Jane.pdf) 

● All essays must be submitted through the following link                           

https://tinyurl.com/yc7c2ghp between February 1, 2019- May 1, 2019.  

● Submitting to the contest signals agreement to all contest rules, assent to publication and 

assent to public recognition as a 1st and 2nd place winner in electronic and print media. 

*The 1st and 2nd place winning essays will be announced and produced in a digital 

and/or print publication and circulated at the Juneteenth Freedom Seminar. 

Length, Format & Sources:  

● Required length should be between 1,000 to 1,500 words. 

● All essays must be written following MLA format guideline with a reference page. The 

appropriate guideline should be followed for: 1) font size and style; 2) margin and 

indentation; 3) in-text documentation, and 4) list of works cited.  

● Though the use of secondary sources are not required, use and proper citation of at least 

three primary sources from the Library Company of Philadelphia collection are required.  

Content & Judging: 

● Since this contest promotes the utilization of the records at the Library Company of 

Philadelphia, all participants must utilize the digital collection to align with the mission 

https://tinyurl.com/yc7c2ghp


of this contest: to stimulate further interest in the study of African American history and 

connect our scholarship and collections to the world around us. These items can be found 

here: http://lcpalbumproject.org 

● The decision will be made no later than June 3, 2019 and prize winners will be notified 

shortly after that date. All decisions are final.  

● Select submissions, including the winning essay will be announced at the Juneteenth 

Freedom Seminar at the reception directly preceding the formal presentation, which will 

feature Dr. Ibram Kendi of American University. *The 1st and 2nd prize winners must be 

present for the seminar to accept awards: June 20, 2019. 

 

Eligibility: 

● Open to Greater Philadelphia Region high school students from 9th-12th grade.  

 

Please direct any questions or concerns to the African American History Subject & Reference 

Librarian, Jasmine Smith at jsmith@librarycompany.org or 215-456-3181.  

 

 
 

 

http://lcpalbumproject.org/


Questions for Student Exploration: 

 

1. How do your experiences compare to growing up in contemporary society?  

2. Do you believe that autograph albums, friendship albums and diaries exist today? If so, 

how do they compare or contrast?  

3. How has the expansion of digital technology impacted current formats of self-reflection 

and community interaction? 

4. What is an interesting project that you and your friends did that involved writing? Did it 

change your perceptions of the functions that writing serves for youth.  

5. Do you think that the use of the Friendship Album is a valuable tradition?  

6. Can writing save lives, if so, how?  



Introduction  
You may be excited to write about the friendship albums, but maybe you do not know where to 
begin. You’re asking yourself, why this a necessary piece of information to know. And most 
importantly, you may wonder what these albums have to do with your life. After reading this 
brief history of friendship albums, you will know what they were, who used them, when they 
emerged, why they were created and their placement in the home and society.  
 
Brief History  
When you think of friendship albums, think Facebook posts and messages, as stated in Jasmine 
Nichole Cobb’s Picture Freedom: Remaking Black Visuality in the Early Nineteenth Century. 
Think of the ways that you presently communicate with your family and friends who live across 
the street or in another country. Let’s start with the What: Friendship Albums were albums 
manufacturers created as token gifts of friendship with an emergence in 1825. It is also important 
to note that they were created to mimic a handcrafted product and with technology, they were 
able to market them faster than an actually handcrafted item. The albums represented the 
significance of literacy and middle-class interests, and as a genre, they excluded antebellum 
African Americans. The Who: they were exclusively for white female consumers, who were 
thought to be socially conscious, and middle-class. These albums were placed beside the Bible 
and the hymnal on the center table in the parlor. This placement, metaphorically and in reality, 
represented high status for those who were aware of the tradition that was forming. Even though 
African American women were not included as the intended audience for these albums, they 
participated, regardless.  
 
For African Americans, owning these albums represented popular enjoyments and relative 
wealth among a small group of free Black people in the early nineteenth century. There were at 
least two layers of significance within the friendship albums: reveal the promotion of “neatness, 
taste, and cultivated expression among black writers” and also those in the black community who 
used them for pleasure and pedagogical purposes. They were a teaching tool in literature and in 
penmanship for a younger generation of readers. African American women who contributed in 
the friendship albums realized that there was great responsibility, respectability, education, and 
social class that came with this tradition. Inside of the albums, one would find poems about 
womanhood, copied floral illustrations from instructional booklets, and gifted contributions on 
abolition from prominent male readers. 
 
The function of the friendship albums was multifaceted, starting with connecting distant friends 
to showing the popular literature of the time for free black women in the antebellum North to 
then “asserting that free black women were worthy of sentiment” and ultimately worthy of 
affection. Though the focus of the albums were not political, African American women were 
making a political act by inserting themselves into a space that was not meant for them and 
turning it into a way of communicating love and care for one another. Albums from Mary Wood 



Forten, Martina Dickerson, Mary Anne Dickerson, and Amy Cassey were among those of elite 
blacks antebellum Philadelphia. Amy Cassey’s album was particularly special as it featured 
writings from prominent female and male abolitionists, such as Frederick Douglass and Sarah 
Mapps Douglass. Ultimately, friendship albums functioned as a way to document important 
events that then were circulated socially instead of by the postal mail system. The albums 
circulated based on close proximity, such as family members, friends, spouses, and in-laws. In 
using friendship albums, African Americans gave themselves an opportunity to remake this 
tradition to work for their interests and audience. Black women posited themselves in this 
literary tradition and black print culture, and with their combination of words and images, they 
created new meanings that far surpassed the uses of the intended audience.  
 



In this Reference Sheet, you will find primary and secondary sources that will help to provide a 
historical context for your research efforts. Any sources that provided are for reference usage 
only.  
 
Primary Sources: 
The following items are examples of materials that can be found on the Friendship Albums 
website.* 

             
The Abolition Cause. This entry is by the noted abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison. The piece 

is original, but many of the sentiments are not. In one of the longest pieces of this album, he 

honors the efforts and the resolve of those fighting to end slavery. Despite the title, this is not so 

much a defense or endorsement of the abolition cause, but rather an exaltation of the people 

involved and an acknowledgement of the personal sacrifices they have made. 

 

 
Sarah Mapps Douglass (1806-1882), a Philadelphia African American educator, contributed this 
transcribed entry about her appreciation of  the aesthetic and symbolic value of flowers. 
Secondary Sources: 



 
Articles/Chapters: 
Dunbar, Erica Armstrong. “Writing for Womanhood: African American Women and Print 

Culture.” & “A Mental and Moral Feast: Reading, Writing, and Sentimentality in Black 
Philadelphia.”A Fragile Freedom: African American Women and Emancipation in the 
Antebellum City, Yale University Press, New Haven; London, 2008, pp. 96–119. JSTOR. 

 
Cobb, Jasmine Nichole. “‘Forget Me Not’: Free Black Women and Sentimentality.” MELUS /, 

vol. 40, no. 3, Society for the Study of the Multi-Ethnic Literature of the United States, 
2015. 
 

Dunbar, Erica Armstrong. A Fragile Freedom : African American Women and Emancipation in 
the Antebellum City . Yale University Press, 2008. 

 
 
Books: 
Cobb, Jasmine Nichole. Picture Freedom: Remaking Black Visuality in the Early Nineteenth 
 Century (America and the Long 19th Century). NYU Press, 2015.  
 
Willson, Joseph., and Winch, Julie. The Elite of Our People : Joseph Willson’s Sketches of Black 
  Upper-Class Life in Antebellum Philadelphia . Pennsylvania State University Press, 

2000. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*To see more information from the friendship albums, please visit the following link: 
http://lcpalbumproject.org 

http://lcpalbumproject.org/
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